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EDITORIAL
		
We celebrated the two most important days this monthInternational day of girl child & International day for eradication of
poverty.SELCO has always maintained renewable energy is not about
just providing lighting solutions. It is an enabler. It is a ray of hope and
a prerequisite bit in any developmental activity, be it for rural or urban
poor. Energy efficient appliances that can be solar powered are not only
required in critical services but also to revamp the way we look at our
basic infrastructure facilities in villages and even during planning of urban
communities.
Take for example, solar powering of girls hostels to provide security,
training and capacity building of women to undertake solar businesses
either as associates or full-time, or be it providing that necessary electricity
back up to ensure running of medical equipments and help in safer delivery
process for pregnant women. In all of the above scenarios, our women
folk are the endusers. It is necessary that they be looked as partners and
we consider their basic problems and build solutions around the same.
Global extreme poverty is expected to rise in 2020 for the first time in
over 20 years as the disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic compounds the
forces of conflict and climate change. Climate change is a particularly acute
threat for countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia — the regions
where most of the global poor are concentrated. Energy poverty for the
financially poor, particularly undermines the socio-economic conditions of
households, reducing their resilience, particularly in the face of disruptive
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Resilience, in a generic sense, refers
to the ability of a system to persist in its current function and recover
from disturbances and changes with as little damage as possible. Solar
energy safety nets, in the form of decentralised energy solutions, do not
only advance energy access but also develop capacities of households to
prepare for, respond to, and recover from specific threats like pandemics.
They ensure sustainable income through providing equal opportunities.
In this edition of Sunchalana, we cover stories of resilient women
& communities who have adopted these solutions and share their
experiences. We have also covered interviews of experts from the
healthcare & CSR sector who share their views and suggest ideas as to
how strategic partnerships can help us come together and tackle the
issues of gender equality and poverty eradication in the future.
We sincerely hope the readers will enjoy reading this edition of
Suncalana
COMMUNICATIONS TEAM, SELCO
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THE ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITY CHOSES SOLAR,
GOES
% GREEN

100

T

SELCO has always tried
to keep the enduser at the
centre of its interventions.
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he Association of People with
Disability (APD), India, is a not
for profit organisation that has
transformed the lives of underprivileged
people with disability since 1959. Based in
Bengaluru, Karnataka, APD runs extensive
programs in rural and urban Karnataka to
enable, equip and empower children and
adults with a range of disabilities including
locomotor, spinal cord injury, speech and
hearing, cerebral palsy, and to some extent,
mental issues. Till date, they have impacted
500,000+ lives of people with disability.
APD carries out various programs such
as Early Intervention Program, Inclusive
Education for Children with Special
Needs, Livelihood Support for People
with Disability, Rehabilitation Program for

people with spinal cord injury, Community
Mental Health Program, Mobility Aids,
Assistive Devices & Accessibility Support,
Policy & Advocacy Program for Disability
and training human resources for higher
quality of care.
The management of APD realised that
their expenses on electricity bills were
increasing day by day. They approached
SELCO and showed interest in installing
solar panels and generating electricity
t h ro u g h s o l a r e n e rg y t h u s g o i n g
completely green. APD was conscious
of the negative impact of climate change
and decided to go for an energy audit
with the help of SELCO. With careful
consideration of the loads and needs of
the campus, SELCO designed a 40 KWp
solar rooftop system to completely power
the campus.
The installation had to be done during
the lockdown of COVID pandemic.
K e e p i n g i n v i e w t h e u rg e n c y a n d
requirement of the partner, SELCO had
to install the system during the lockdown
itself. The installation of the project has
been carried out keeping mind all the
necessary safety precautions and the
government guidelines. The project
also involved liasoning with the local
power companies after the change in
the guidelines for commissioning of grid
tie & solar rooftop systems. It was in fact,
one of the very few systems that was
approved by the energy department this
year. SELCO has always tried to keep the
enduser at the centre of its interventions.
This project with APD is special because
it is one of those big projects that SELCO
has completed. True to its mission, SELCO
has always carefully chosen projects to
build strategic partnerships and achieve
the sustainable development goals.

PADDY GROWERS TOO
TRUST SOLAR AND
PROTECT THEIR CROPS
THROUGH SOLAR
POWERED FENCES

P rotecting

plantations and
agricultural fields from wild animals
has become a daunting challenge
for the farmers. Paddy fields face
a serious threat from wild boars,
deer, antelopes, gaurs etc. Solar
ibex fences can stop them and the
animals too do not face any harm.
As soon as they brush against the
fences, they feel electric shocks at
which they become fearful and run
away. Most of the farmers nowadays
have been installing ibex fences.
Even though the farmers have been
using innovative fences, wild animals
are finding a way to vandalise them.
Currently, more people are turning
their attention towards protecting
crops with solar ibex fences. Ibex
solar fences are costly. They need
installation of stone or concrete pillars.
The wires are also quite costly. As such
very small farmers find it difficult to
spend heavily towards the fences.
Therefore, farmers from villages like
Halady and Amasebail have found
an easier alternative to protect their
crops. The farmers plant areca nut
pillars around their fields and fix solar
ibex fences. Pillars derived from trees
last for three to four years.The farmers
have partnered with SELCO to solar
power for the fences to reduce cost.
October 2020
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Interview with

DR. PRIYESH MODI

C

Head CSR of CLP India

LP India was started in 2002 with the
promise of delivering economic,
social and environmental value.
Economic value to its capital providers,
shareholders and lenders. Social value
to its employees and to the society in
which it operates. Environmental value
to its surroundings. CLP’s operationsis
across 8 states in the country and it has
both renewable energy power plants and
conventional power plants. We took this
opportunity to speak to Mr.Priyesh Modi
who is the Head-CSR of CLP India.

For carrying out our CSR activities,
SELCO was a natural partner. CLP
recognises SELCO's work in the area of
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decentralised renewable energy solutions
and encourages its development model .
It makes all the sense that all of us harness
this renewable energy source and put
up community development initiatives
including livelihood options for the
benefits of our community. At CLP India,
the main focus is on Youth and Women
Empowerment. We believe that women
empowerment is family Empowerment.
In this sense if you empower a woman
or a girl then it will have multiplier
benefits. So we completely look at girl
child's education and different ways to
empower them in the community. We
also do locally relevant CSR projects.

It could be building water security for
the community in Maharashtra or doing
sports programs in Haryana where the
localities are passionate about sports and
physical training.
We look at gender equality and
specifically we focus on girls. For
example we did a skill improvement
program in partnership with Pratham and
we encouraged more girls to participate.
Similarly we did partnership with TISS,
so there again we did vocational skills
development programs but we just
limited it to renewable energy and health
care. Renewable energy because we are
into power sector business and health
care because girls would prefer to go
into health care training, be it laboratory
training course or nursing course etc. I
am proud to say that just after launching
the program within a few months, more
than 500 girls have joined and CLP is
paying for their training requirements.
India is a diverse country both
culturally and socially. Something that
works in Telangana won't work in Haryana
and similar things with different states.
What is required is that we need to look
at the overall profile of the community
where we want to create impact, it could
be agriculture, it could be water, it could
be education , it could be health or basic
infrastructure and community needs. We
need to really integrate, when we are
doing community infrastructure projects
and development in the village, why not
to consider solar street lights. Similarly
for PHCs, schools or anganwadis why
not we think about electrifying it through
solar energy, in this way we substantially
cut the emissions and carbon footprints
at the same time we are also cutting the
operating cost. And solar is something

which we have in abundance, so solar is
the way ahead.
I think poverty is the biggest disease.
Poverty is very complex to understand.
However solutions for the same are very
simple. There are certain aspects, if we
address it properly then it can result in
poverty eradication. So what I personally
believe is fundamentally 2 or 3 things
are critical, one is water. Availability
of water which is a big enabler for the
community and similar to water I think
clean energy and provision of electricity
which is fundamental for all the needs and
development aspects. When the family
gets basic amenities then possibly they are
likely to gain skilful employment, remain
healthy and fit and can be productive
contributors for the society. I personally
believe that the new education policy
is quite promising, it provides complete
revamping of the process. Surely it is
going to help us in a big way. There will
be a role that corporates can play through
CSR avenues and of course there are gaps
where the private sector will also have a
critical role to play.
CSR law was introduced in 2014. From
there till 2020, a lot of things have evolved
and now organisations are looking how
they can make strategic partnerships.
After these many years I think people are
looking at the quality of implementation.
Corporate can play a big role in the
development of the society and their tool
for this is CSR. Of Late we have realised
that activities and projects are okay, but we
need to look at how the success will look
like for a long term project. So completely
a result based framework is something
that CLP is looking at. Now corporates
are really serious about creating long term
impact through their CSR.
October 2020
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INNOVATION IS KEY TO EFFECTIVELY REACH

Y

THE RURAL MASSES

alagodu gram panchayat of
Chitradurga district had requested
SELCO to find a solution for
broadcasting daily NEWS to the villagers
who don't have this facility. SELCO
innovated the existing solar street light
design and installed a radio broadcasting
enabled solar powered street light. The
radio here has a timer and plays for
2 hours in the morning & evening, so
every day from 6AM to 7AM, and 5PM
to 6PM, Prasar Bharti gets broadcasted
automatically. Each such unit consists of a
60W solar panel, 100 Ah capacity battery,
charge controller, timer, FM, & speaker
Niranjan, The panchayat development
officer further said “The focus today in

8
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the mainstream media is on entertainment
and content that generate likes & tweets.
Government schemes for the rural areas
and its benefits are not discussed on local
language news channels as well. However
even today Prasar bharati, knows its
audience and the content is tailored for
its listeners in a rural context. Our purpose
is getting fulfilled.

SUNITA MATEY is
a true champion
of climate action.

O

ff the Bagalkot Bijapur highway,
is a village named Sunaga.
Sunita Matey is a resident of that
village. Along this highway is a board that
attracts the attention of all passersby. The
board states "Organic turmeric powder,
jaggery are available here".
Sunita is a widow who lives with her
only son. She has 4 acres of land in which
she grows turmeric and sugarcane. To
powder the turmeric she had to go
to Bagalkot where a few days would
be wasted in travelling. Sunita is also
an old customer of SELCO, her house
electrified through solar energy, Hence
she approached Vinayak Hegde Senior
manager of SELCO with her problem.
Vinayak suggested solar power to the
existing turmeric machine. Sunitha
without a second thought took a loan
and implemented this solution. Now
Sunita and her son have been doing
good business since the last 6 months
and are making considerable growth
in their income. Even the lockdown
and the coronavirus pandemic has not
affected their business because of their
entrepreneurial spirit and determination.
Nowadays they are getting orders from

far away places and this has increased
their work.
What she proudly says is that "I am
proud to call myself truly self-reliant".
With a 6KW solar system, she runs this
turmeric powdering machine & chop
cutter. She says “I will be forever grateful
to SELCO because it has transformed
my life”.
October 2020
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Interview with
DR. RAVIKANT SINGH
FOUNDER, DIRECTOR, Doctors

D

octors For You (DFY) is a pan
India humanitarian organization
with international presence and
is working in various disaster hit zones
since last 9 years. DFY focuses on
providing medical care to the vulnerable
communities during crisis and non-crisis
situations, emergency medical aid to
people affected by natural disaster,
conflicts and epidemics. We had an
opportunity to talk to Dr. Ravikant singh
Founder, Director of DFY, following are
the excerpts of the interview.
DFY was not a planned initiative.
In 2007 there was a big outbreak of
Dengue and Malaria after the major
flood in Mumbai. So many people were
facing shortage of proper healthcare
and also the shortage of blood palates
and I was the regular donor. During this
time I started a blood palates donation
drive, the idea behind this was to create
awareness that we can donate 24 times in
a year. This picked up very well. My dean
used to get a lot of calls from politicians
and donors who wanted to have such
blood donation drives. Our news was
getting covered in a lot of newspapers. He
called me once and asked “Is your DFY
registered?” I couldn't tell that it was not
registered then he would have stopped
me from all the work I was doing. It is after
this fiasco, I registered Doctors for You.
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for you

Then in 2008 there was a big flood in Bihar
and we responded to the Bihar floods as
well. It is here that we realised that there
are lots of gaps between public health and
the services provided.Slowly my interest
towards disaster relief work increased and
in 2010 I received SAARC counties youth
award and I am the only Indian to receive
this award. This was a big recognition and
made me even more responsible, Hence
I joined DFY for full time.Now it's almost
a 13 years old organization with more
than 1000 employees. Currently we are
working in 18 states across India and we
are looking after 2000 covid centers.

One of our main focus states is Bihar.
Bihar is not only poor in infrastructure
but also in man power,
attitude, work ethics and
professionalism. In other
words Bihar is a failed
state. Society has totally
collapsed and that's the
biggest problem because it's very hard
to find government officials who are
honest about their work. Especially if
you want support from the government
then Bihar is one of the difficult states.
We have had to find this the hard way.
However, I will continue to work hard and
build a sustainable future for this state.
I think now there is no other way than
finding a sustainable living because if
you see this pandemic the root cause of
this pandemic are we the human beings.
We have destroyed forests and we have
worse. We should find out ways to lead a
sustainable life.

changed the very nature of mother earth.
On an Average 2 such virus spillover from
animal to human being and on an average
at least 1 disease outbreaks globally. This
frequency has increased from last decade.
If drastic steps are taken to change our
lifestyle, the situation might go even

I am very thankful to SELCO. Our
interaction started only 3 years back and
in 3 years I have realised the power of
solar and we have done a lot of work
together. I am happy to say that my whole
hospital is running on 15KW solar power
and we have also installed solar street
light and I feel it's amazing, it gets on
automatically in the night and it gets off
automatically in the morning. So these are
the cost saving things and one major thing
that I observed in hospital management is
there is no fluctuation in the power supply.
Medical equipment will be at high risk or
might get damaged if the power supply
is not proper. Hence solar power saved
our maintenance cost and breakdown is
very minimal. This not only reduced the
cost it also gave me peace of mind that
my hospital equipment is safe.
October 2020 11

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF
THE GIRL CHILD SPECIAL

T

he Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya
(KGBV) scheme was launched by
the Government of India in August,
2004 for setting up residential schools at
upper primary level for girls belonging
predominantly to the SC, ST, OBC and
minorities in difficult areas. Parents of these
girls are very financially poor and usually
migrate to urban areas for livelihood. On
the occasion of International day of the girl
child, we spoke to Ms. Reena Kumari who
is the rector of KGBV in Muzaffarpur, Bihar
“Here we have classes till 8th standard.
After that they go away from here, we try
to ensure they continue their studies.. We
follow up whether they took admission for
9th standard. Because, currently we don't
have any facilities here after class 8th. In
the past, a large percentage of girls were
getting married at a very early age. But now
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A girl named Roopa lost her mother at a
very early age. Her father didn't want her to
study. She was sent here. However Roopa did
not lose hope, she studied well and secured
first division in matriculation.

it is around 10 girls for every 100. Many
girls keep in touch with us after they go
from here. So if their family forces them
to get married before completion of
studies, they contact us and ask for help.
We help them.Mobiles are not allowed
in this school. These girls are currently at
their home due to Covid-19 pandemic.
Currently they are looked after their
parents and these girls aren't involved in
any kind of child labor too. The hostel is
functioning in a good way. Arrangements
are going on to set up classes upto 12th
standard. Along with education, in next
10-15 years, we want skill development
centres and capacity building facilities
for these girls which will make them Atma
Nirbhar. Just like facilities given to private
school girls, I want these girls also to get
the same. If provided with good facilities,
these girls will definitely do wonders.
For example A girl named Roopa
lost her mother at a very early age. Her
father didn't want her to study. She was
sent here. However Roopa did not lose
hope, she studied well and secured first
division in matriculation. Now she works
as a beautician and helps her sister to get
educated through her income. Another
girl named Nandini Kumar aspired to
become a doctor. She has now joined
medical college. These girls were our
students. They are really hard working.But
I'm sad due to consistent family problems.
I've been working in Kasturba for the
last 5 years. We have to be here 24*7, that

too by staying away from our children. I
have been working in this KGBV for more
than 10 years. I have to be away from
home for many days.I too have a family
back home. However there is nobody
to care of my children. Considering the
nature of my profession, and many more
women like me in this work, government
should devise some plans to care of
our families. LIke in army or military
when soldiers are on the war front, their
families lives are taken care of, our job is
no different. Government should look to
invest more and plan to make our lives
secure and comfortable for our familes,
so that when we are at our work place,
we need not worry about our family
issues and problems. Only then we can
wholeheartedly be devoted here.
We even create awareness to girls
about health like menstruation. Every
month a doctor attends the school to
create health related awareness. I would
like to mention that the solar powered
inverter system and street lights installed
by you are working fine. We are really
happy about this as it has reduced lots
of our problems related to safety and
security in the night. Once, when the
pandemic is over and the girls come back,
they will now be able to study till late in
the night with the help of this solar system.
October 2020 13

COMMUNITY WATER PUMPS
A hope for the tribal villages

M

ale Mahadeshwara Betta
(popularly known as MM Hills)
is a pilgrim town located in the
Hanur taluk of Chamarajanagar district
of southern Karnataka. It is situated at
about 150 km from Mysore and about
210 km from Bengaluru. The ancient and
sacred temple of Sri Male Mahadeshwara
is a pilgrim centre where Mahadeshwara
lived, practiced medicine as Siddha. He
taught ahimsa to people in and around the
seven hills. It draws lakhs of pilgrims from
the states of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
Amidst dense forest, the temple attracts
not only the pilgrims but also nature
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lovers. Medghane is a small village near
to Male Mahadeshwara temple, there is
no proper transportation facility to the
village, we need a walk about 3km from
the MM Hills to Palar road. The walk
takes about 30-40 min because of the
steep and loose rocky pathway to the
village,this is the general routine for the
local villagers to reach the nearest main
road or town for their daily activities, the
majority of the people in the villages
do agriculture and some of them go for
nearby Kooli work. As the village is at hill
top, the water sources are very minimum
and the villagers need to walk about a
kilometer to reach the open well for water
sources. This is the only water source and
it is serving about 30-60 families, adding
to this the open well water goes down
drying in the summer days and fetching

water from the well is a huge task. A
2kWp solar system to power a 2HP pump
delivering 400m length and pumping
2000 liters water per day was planned
by SELCO. This was installed with help of
Nature Conservation Foundation (NCF)
The villagers are extremely happy with
this solar pump.
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Efforts taken by

BHARATIYA VIKAS TRUST
during COVID Pandemic

B

haratiya Vikas Trust (BVT) is a non
profit organisation founded by the
great visionary late Sri T. A. Pai. The
main mission of BVT is to bring about
tangible change in rural life by focusing the
development in the areas like agriculture,
animal husbandry, access to basic energy,
Education, Self-employment, research &
development and in rural areas.
During this pandemic time, BVT made
valuable efforts to stitch masks with the
help of women artisans to prevent and
control the spreading of the coronavirus.
Around 50,000 marks were stitched and
distributed in Udupi, Dakshina Kannada
and Chikmagalur Districts. These masks
were distributed in 65 Gram Panchayats in
association with Panchayati Raj Institution
(PRI) and Village Welfare Committee
(VWC) of these districts. The women
artisans who participated in this work
were given livelihood and they earned
considerable income during these difficult
times. In the 2nd phase the masks were
also distributed among migrant workers,
agriculturists, rural financial institutions,
cooperative societies and not for profit
organisations. etc and also distributed
during the covid 19 safety measures
awareness programs. Total 26 trainees
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were from districts like Udupi, Mangalore
& Chikamagalur. During this, SSLC exams
were being held so BVT also prepared
safety instruction posters to SSLC
students. Posters to such 52 examination
centres were provided. Sri Suresh Kumar,
Educational Minister, Govt of Karnataka
released the masks and Covid 19 safety
instruction posters and appreciated BVT
efforts during the meeting. Sri Raghupathi
Bhat, MLA Udupi, Sri Dinakar, President
Zilla Panchayath Udupi, Smt. Sheela
Shetty, Vice President, Zilla Panchayath
Udupi were present on the dais. These
masks were stitched by our women
artisans.

VESTAS PARTNERSHIP
WITH SELCO

A holistic approach towards CSR

S

ELCO has always aimed to work
for the development of rural areas,
conservation of the environment
by sustainable usage of energy efficient
solutions to alleviate poverty and achieving
preservation of the environment with a
special focus on under-served communities.
In Tamil Nadu, SELCO has conducted the
technical feasibility of educational Institutions
and Primary health centres (PHCs) based on
the requisite parameters. Consequently the
survey and feasibility was discussed with
Vestas. Considering the solutions suggested
by SELCO, Vestas eventually signed an
agreement to provide solar powered digital
education in 10 schools , decentralized solar
October 2020 17

based energy systems for 2 {HCs and solar
lighting systems for 3 residential hostels.
In order to provide uninterrupted
health services to the community, a
decentralized solar based energy system
for two identified Primary Health centers
was implemented. As per the discussion
with the Medical officers, PHCs are
providing the primary health services to
12000-14000 patients surrounding by
6-10 villages.The system is installed in
Singathakurichi PHC & Sekkarakudi PHC
of Tuticorin district.
Digital Education is a revolutionary
method of imparting knowledge at
various levels for all students. The state
of education especially in rural India is
deplorable, with huge challenges. Digital
aids can be a solution in mitigating most
of concerns by providing multimedia
teaching tools to engage the teachers and
students through various learning means.
Digital education platform consists of a
wall mounted 40” LED screen powered
with Solar energy that aids in day – day
teaching in the classroom containing
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licensed multimedia of 1st to 5th standards
in Tamil/English. (“Samacheer Kalvi” of
State board education- Tamilnadu). The
benefit of this digital education will be
impacting around 3000 rural students.
The proposed tool has been installed in
the following Govt schools.
Rural India suffers frequent power cuts.
The power cuts adversely affect peak study
hours of the students especially staying at
Hostels. These hostels were established
by the Social welfare/ backward class
Departments in the rural area. At present
providing clean, green energy lighting to
the students staying at rural residential
hostels in need of the hour. Nearly 3000
students will be directly impacting this
Project implementation. The solar lighting
system installed in the following Hostels
of Adi Dravidar Welfare for Boys & Girls
of Savalaperi village and Boys & Girls
Hostel, Muthukaruppan Memorial Trust,
Sillangulam, Tuticorin district.

PARTNERSHIPS WITH
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

the most critical for any development in rural areas

S
VEERESH HIREMATH
CEO
BHRAMARAMBA BANK

ri Bhramaramba Pattina Souhardha Sahakari
Niyamat, Maski was started in 2000 and
has established itself as a leading financial
service provider in Raichur & Bellary Districts.
The society has consistently performed well
and has reached an annual Business of over Rs.
337 crores. In 2019-20, It has one of the highest
productivity per employee and the lowest NPA
in kalyana-karnataka Region. Dr.Shivasharanappa
Ithli, the president of the Sahakari has always tried
to devise schemes that enable its rural customers
to adopt latest technologies in the best possible
manner.
SELCO entered into an MOU with the
Bhramaramba cooperative bank. The partnerships
will look at popularising and scaling up of
decentralised renewable energy solutions in the
kalyan karnataka region. SELCO sees Bhramaramba
Bank as a potential partner. SELCO has always
tried to tie up with local financial institutions
to create loan products that are affordable and
match to the cash flows of the end user.
Veeresh Hiremath, CEO Bhramaramba Bank,
”SELCO is doing a great job by using solar energy.
Their solar powered livelihood projects are really
good. We have to reach more people with these
kinds of projects and I dream to see all the villages
getting converted into solar villages.”
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SELCO SOLAR LIGHT PVT.LTD.

# 690, 15 Cross, 2nd Phase, J.P.Nagar, Bengaluru - 560078
Phone: 080- 26493144. networkingteam@selco-india.com
th
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